COVID-19 MEASURES

Adjusted rules apply from September 29.
So that everything runs smoothly we have set up
some guidelines. In short this means the
following:
▪ A maximum of four guests are allowed at one
table (unless from the same household)
▪ We handle shifts for lunch and dinner.
▪ Do you have any health issues? Stay at home.
▪ We reserve only inside, our terrace is free to
enter. Have you made a reservation inside, than
it wonʼt be possible to sit outside.
▪ We ask you to pay contactless.
▪ We ask you at all times to keep 1,5 meter
distance to other guests and staff.

SHIFTS FOR DINNER
To prevent that there are too many guests inside
at the same time we will be handling shifts for
dinner.
Monday till friday
17:00 hour till 19:00 hour
19:15 hour till 22:00 hour
Saturday & Sunday
17:00 hour till 18:30 hour
18:45 hour till 20:15 hour
20:30 hour till 22:00 hour

We count on your understanding.
OUR WORKMETHOD
▪ We handle the guidelines of the RIVM and the
Koninklĳke Horeca Nederland.
▪ We keep a distance of 1,5 meter where possible
▪ All tables and chairs will be cleaned after each
use.
▪ Employees get a health check before every shift
▪ We welcome our guests at the door and show
them their table

SHIFTS FOR LUNCH
To prevent that there are too many guests inside
at the same time we will be handling shifts for
lunch.
Monday till sunday
11:00 hour till 12:15 hour
12:30 hour till 14:15 hour
14:30 hour till 16:00 hour
TERRACE
You canʼt make a reservation for our terrace. This
will be opened to enter freely in case there is
space free. Itʼs allowed to place a maximum of 40
people outside. In case the weather changes
unexpectedly you have to take into consideration
that there might not be space inside because of
our limited amount of guests that we are allowed
to receive. So keep an eye on the weather forecast.

TOILETS
Our toilets are only accessible to our restaurant
guests and the terrace.
RECEPTION AND HEALTHCHECK
You will be welcomed at the entrance by our host/
hostess. He or she will show you, after a short
health check, to your table. If the outcome of the
health check is negative, we are not allowed to
permit you entrance. At reception (and after a
bathroom visit) it is mandatory to disinfect your
hands.
MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF GUESTS IN PAAL6
Reserve your table so we can keep an eye on the
amount of guests that are inside simultaneously.
The maximum number that is allowed inside is set
at 30 people. Because of the same reason, weʼve
split dinner and lunch into different shifts. Please
consider this.
ILLNESS OR COLD SYMPTOMS?
Of course it can happen, in the days previous to
your reservation, that you or one of your table
guests gets illness or cold symptoms. In this case
you stay at home of course.
Cancel your table! Let us also know if the amount
of guests change. So we can yet use the available
table or chairs. Cancel or change per telephone or
12 hours before start through mail.

FINALLY
We find it hard to welcome you in such a limited
way. Unfortunately it is like this at the moment.
But if we all hold on to the measures, we hope that
it soon gets better.

Have you got any questions or remarks?
Don’t hesitate to call or mail us!
Kind regards, Team Woest

